
Lecture 5 Quiz

! This is a preview of the published version of the quiz

Started: Apr 29 at 8:57am

Quiz Instructions
Choose the best answer for each question.  You may look back at lectures and notes.

 
1 ptsQuestion 1

Slice profile distortion

Slice position shift

Slice twisting

Slice geometry distortion

Slice thickness shift

Which of the following problems does NOT arise during slice selection with non-
linear gradients?

 
1 ptsQuestion 2

Complex (phase) errors

In-plane image shifts

In-plane image distortion

Which of the following problems does NOT arise during phase and frequency
encoding with non-linear gradients?
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Slice geometry distortion

Magnitude (intensity) modulations

 
1 ptsQuestion 3

Displacement field correction

Use a lower gradient maximum

Model the gradient non-linearity

Measure the gradient non-linearity

Which of the following is NOT a component of gradient non-linearity correction?

 
1 ptsQuestion 4

Receiver frequency bias

Excitation frequency offsets

Delays in reaching the G_Max

Reduced spin polarization

Eddy currents cause ALL but which of the following?

 
1 ptsQuestion 5
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Slice geometry distortion

B-value encoding errors

Image distortion

Complex (phase) errors

Eddy currents are associated with what kind of artifact in diffusion imaging?

 
1 ptsQuestion 6

Non-zero background velocities

Slice profile distortion

Phase encode aliasing

Magnitude (intensity) modulations

Eddy currents are associated with what kind of artifact in phase-contrast imaging?

 
1 ptsQuestion 7

Are avoided with high performance systems

Are corrected for in post-processing

Are always generated

Are mitigated with refocusing pulses

Which of the following is NOT true about concomitant fields:
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Quiz saved at 8:57am  

 
1 ptsQuestion 8

Only parallel to B0

Highest at isocenter

Lowest at isocenter

Point in all directions

Concomitant fields are:

 
1 ptsQuestion 9

High-field, low Gmax systems

High-field, high Gmax systems

Low-field, high Gmax systems

Low-field, low Gmax systems

Concomitant fields are most impactful for:
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